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There has always been a reluctance among some actuaries to countenanoe the 

inclusion of an inflation link in the pensions promised to retired members of 

private eector pension plaas. This is perhaps surprising, given the willingness 

to link deferred pension promisea for active members of these p h  to actual 

wages in a "Final Average Plan*. However, there has been some judiication 

for the stance taken by actuaries, owing to the absence of investments which 

provide a matching guarantee of a cash flow which is linked to inflation. 

Frustratingly though, there has also been a reluctance among investment 

pmfessionals, and others in the capital markets, to apply any diligence to 

designing investment vehicles which would give actuaries the tools they need 

to provide what I have called - for 30 years or more - 'honest pensionsl A 

pension which does not retain its purchasing power throughout the remaining 

lifetime of the pensioner is hardly deserving of being called a pension, far less 

an honest one!' 

This paper will attempt to show some of the ways in which Index Linked Assets 

can be used to make Index Linked Pensions more available to pensioners, and 

attractive to actuaries. 

'C.E.LAING: "Maintained Value Pensions" 
- 17th International congress of ~ctuaries - 1962 



The need for some inflation linkage in the assets used to fund the liabilities of 

Active Members is perhaps met to some extent by Equities, but the volatility, 

and the cyclical nature of the capital markets, militate against the use of 

common stocks for funding the liabilities for Pensioners. The need here is for 

non-volatile investments, which used to be a characteristic of fixed interest 

assets. Recently however, Bonds have fluctuated in value almost as much as 

Equities, and have been perceived to give a lower rate of return over the long 

term. 

What is needed is a secure cash flow stream, which has some expectation of 

increasing over time, in order to meet the outgo for increasing pensions. This 

can be achieved to some extent by a Dedicated Bond Portfolio, - utilizing a 

mixture of Bonds, Zero Coupons, and Residuals. However, this must still be 

only approximate, - as is the method of immunization - and to be safe, would 

usually tend to overfund the liabilities, in case of unexpectd increases in the 

rate of inflation. No actuary likes to let the client suffer unpleasant surprises! 

A much more elegant approach is to use "Index Linked" investment vehicles, 

a number of which are now available. The "Granny Bonds" in U.K. - which 

originally were reaerved for individuals over 85, - have now been made 

available in greater quantity to other investors, but at a rate of return which 

does nothing for ' ' ' ' g the Pensioner L,iability. And, in Canada, the 

Federal Government recently introduced a lLeal Retnrn Brmd'. More of that 

later! 



It is a not inaigdflcant task to develop Cash Flow Projectiom for the 

Pensioner part of the Liabilities of a Pension Fund, but it is fairly straight- 

forward for actuaries skilled in the modem techniques of a Personal 

Computer, and using the fast developing power of Spreadsheet Pro@pammes. 

So there ia no difficulty in setting out the Cash Flow requirement8 on the 

Liability side of the Balance Sheet. 

Typical Cash Flows, for a group of retiring pensionere from an actual plan, are 

shown in CHART IILI, - based on C.P.I. increasing at 6.0% and 4.0%. 
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The developing capital picture, - baeed on Valuations of the Pensioner Liability 

at Real Rates of 4.0% and 6.0%. - is set out in CHABT IILa 



If it were possible to increase the Valuation Rate, - for example, to 6.0% with 

a truly matching asset, - the emerging pensioner liability would be significantly 

reduced, particularly in the early yeare, as shown in CHART IILS below. 
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The significant feature, which may be eurprising to some, ie that both the 

Peneions Cash Flow, and the Liabilities, increase for the iirst few years - a t  

least for this particular mix of pensionere. In lay terms, this is because there 

are not enough deaths to offset the increase in pensions, - and in the Liability, 

- due to the indexing feature! 

It may be more difficult to find assete which will match thie stream of 

paymente, but it is not impossible, - as some large Pension Fun& and Life 

Insurance Companies in Canada have found out. 



IV. INDEX LINKED MOBTGAGE& 

Since 1985, there has been an investment vehicle available in Canada, with full 

Federal Government guarantees, and full Mortgage Ineurance etc., which 

provides a stream of indexed payments, - secured on the basia of Cooperative 

Rental Housing Developments. This was modelled, I understand, on the 

system of Indexed Mortgages in Denmark. To date there has been wer $1 

B i o n  (Canadian) invested in these vehicles. 

The security is important. Because rents, in general, are expect4 to rise in 

line with inflation, - except when Rent Control is in effect, - it is an integral 

part of the design of the Mortgage Instrument, that the loan service payments 

increase at a rate somewhat less than inflation. The werall yield to the 

investor, however, is equal to the stipulated Real Rate of Return, plus the full 

Indexing - using the All Canada All Items Consumer Price Index - (CPL) - as 
the yardstick for inflation. The investor bids on the basis of the stiphhd 

Real Rate of Return, and all the other terms of the contract are as defined in 

the Federal CO-OP Housing Programme. 

Recently, the high real rates of return available on other asset classes have 

caused the Stipulated Real Rates on CO-OP Housing Mortgages to be at or 

above 5.0%, which is a very attractive long-term rate for a "patient" investor 

such as a Pension Fund. 

If these Mortgages were marketed more efficiently, - and if the rates on other 

investments decline, - the Real Rate demanded may reduce substantidy, 

particularly as they are, more or less, a Government Guaranteed Liability. 



The Canadian CO-OP Programme includes several layers of protection for the 

lender, such as: 

1. Amortization Period of 30 years, extendable to 35 years - at the 

discretion of the lender, - in case of temporary financial of the 

Bormwer; 

2. Vacandes (up to 30% of the Units) fded by the Federal Government's 

Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation (C.M.H.C.), - from their 

rolls of 'ILent Geared to Inarmem 0BG.L) families. 

3. A central ' S h M b l i c m  Fund' - funded from enrolment fees of 3.0% of 

the initial amount of the Mortgage, - for all new projects. This is 

available to make loans to projects in temporary fmancial in 

order to give them time to recover. 

4. Mortgage Insurance with the Federal adortgege bnmmce Fund' - 
again for a single premium at the outset of 3.0% of the Initial Capital 

Value of the Project. This is funded as part of the Mortgage, as is the 

Stabilization Fund Fee. 

5. A mandatory 0.66% of the Building Construction costs, as an annual 

provision to a Replacement &serve, to be used over the years to keep 

the project in good condition. 

The unique design feature is that the Mortgage Payments increase at a rate 

2.0% below C.P.I. This has been called the TILT, but the term is misleading, 

and we prefer to call it the Tkptyment Aqjustment Factor' (R.A.F.). If it 

were a "Third World" loan, it would be called automatically %eduling the 

DeMl The effect is that, because not all of the interest is paid in the early 

years, some of it has to be capitalized. 



The effect of varging the =.(Tilt) is shown in CEABlY3 IV.1, - in Nominal 

Dollar terms. 
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The difference between a level mortgage, - where the socalled Tilt is equal to 

the assumed inflation, - and Index Linked Mortgages with different Tilts, is 

compared in Real Dollar terms, in CHABT IVB. 



IV. INDEX LINKED MOBTVXGEZk (amtimeed) 

CEART m.2 
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The fact that the Mortgage Payments do not increase at the full inflation rate, 

leaves mom for the increasing rents to cover the increaees wer time in the 

Wther Operating Coete', - that is, other than Mortgage Liadcing Comb - 
bearing in mind that increases in theae Other Operating Costs can be expected 

to be driven more by Wage lnamame than by inflation alone. 

For example, in current conditions, Wages might be erpected to increase - at 

most - at only 1.0% above C.P.I., and the Y)tber-Cad# might acc0~11t 

for only 26.W of the Total Operating Expenses. 



If this relationship continues throughout the term of the Mortgage, the 

combination of increaaea at (CPL lesrr 80%) on 75% of the Total Opera- 

Costa, and at (CPL phm 1.0%) on 25%. gives overall erpected increases at 

(CPL lem 1.536%). 

Thie give8 a good safety margin in aise of unexpected expensea, not covered 

by the mandatory Replacement Reserve, or unexpected vacandm not filled 

from the R.G.I. programme. And there is still a emall margin, even if renta 

increase at only (CSI lem 1.0%). 

The relationship between expected Rental Inwme, Mortgage Servicing custa 

and Other Operating Expensea is shown in CHABT IV.3 - in Nominal Dollam 

again! 

COMPARISON of CASH FLOW 
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IV. INDEX LINKED M O m G E &  (amtinued) 

A comparison of the Capital Outetanding is shown in CHART IV.4. 

CHART IV.4 
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The techniques for making projections of Income and Expenditures, Capital 

Outstanding and Market Values are fascinating in themselves, but wi l l  have to 

be the subject of another paper. 

Similarly, the methods available for measuring the riakinem of such a 

programme are worthy of more technical treatment than is possible at this 

time. 



We mentioned earlier the recent issue of a Tkal Betmm Baed* by the 

Government of Canada. This carries a coupon rate of 4.25%, - but the problem 

with it is that there is no regular periodic payment of the inflation component 

of the yield, such as is available under an Index Linked Mortgage. In the case 

of the Caaadlaa Government Real Return Bond, the inflation is not paid until 

the end of the 30-year term, - though the 4.25% coupon does increase annually, 

as it is calculated on the Indexed Capital. A better design, - particularly, by 

allowing for some part of the inflation element to be paid out each year, - 
would have made it more attractive to Pension Funds, could have made the 

issue more popular generally, and would likely have made it possible for it to 

be issued at a more reallstic yield. 

Another opportuniQ which exists for Pension Fun& which are looking for 

indexed investments is in the use an %Linked for the development 

of land, which they own. 

A Lease has traditionally involved a level payment for the period of the lease, 

but there is no reason why the landowner should accept a shrinking payment 

- in real ternm - for an appreciating asset. The usual way of circumventing 

this problem has been to allow for breaks in the Lease at regular intewab, 

such as every seven, ten or twenty-one yeam, a t  which time the lease is 

renegotiated on the basis of current market conditions. 



A better way, which gives protection to both the Lessor and the Lessee, is by 

making the term longer, and building in regular automatic adjustments to take 

account of inflation. This, of course, doe8 not lessen the security to the owner, 

becauee in the event of default, the whole development - land and buildings - 
mverts to the landowner. And the security of the Lessor is improved. 

The pricing model for Indexed Leases is not complicated, but allowance has to 

be made for the value which attaches to the Buildings on reversion to the 

landowner at the end of the Lease Term. Again, factom such as the expected 

rates of Land Appreciation, Building Depreciation and Inflation, have to be 

built in carefully, and the price is then a function of the Real Rate of Return 

which the landowner requires - and the Lessor is willing to pay! 

The increasing dream of payments can be tempered to the Lessor, - who again 

will have the expectation of increashg rents out of which to pay the Ground 

Rent, - by increaeing the initial level of payments under the Lease, and 

correspondingly reducing the rate of increase in later years - to ( C P L  less 

2-08) for example, - instead of at the full rate of C.P.I. increase. 

The rate of increase assumed for inflation is the least critical factor in the 

pricing model. 

Of far more importance, are the Term of the Lease, and the Rate of 

Appreciation of the Land itself. If the lease is for too short a term, the 

depreciated value of the Buildings - which revert to the landowner at the end 

of the term. - has the effect of reducing the level of Lease Payments unduly. 

The same effect arises if the assumption for Land Appredation is too high. 



This must be the foundation of the so-called 'Pepperanm Re&, which used to 

be a feat- of agricultural rents in rural England. The landowner benefitted 

from the development of the land by the leaeor, and recovered the improved 

property at the end of the term of the lease - so why bother about a Ground 

Rent? This feature also accounts for the less than economic rents charged for 

residential leases, in markets where the expectation of appreciation ia high1 

A comparison of the different streams of Lease Payments, for a parcel of land 

with a present Fair Market Value of $900,000, ia shown in CHART V.1. 
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The length of the term makes it Micult  to see the detalle in the early yeam, 

so these have been enlarged in CHAaT V3, which ehowa the same comparison 

for the first 30 yeam. 

CHAR% V.2 
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Again, the point to note here is that, by accepting a lower lease payment in the 

early years, the stream of cash flow to the investor can be d a t e d  

throughout the term of the lease, - to follow the increases in the Consumer 

Price Index, in whole or in part. The housing development is then in a much 

better position to meet the lease payments out of its increasing caeh tlow - 
because rents are expected to track inflation quite closely. 



With aa?esa to investment vehicles like these, it is relatively simple for an 

actuary - whether the Actuary of the Pension Fund, or an actuarg employed 

by the Housing Sector, - to design a suitable Index Linked Invehnent vehicle 

which wiU provide a good match for the particular set of liabilities in the Fund. 

A comparison is made in CHART W.1, of the cash flow for the eame group of 

pensioners which was used for illustration purposes in Section IU above, -with 

the cash flow stream of income which would be derived from an Index Linked 

Mortgage. 

Comparison of Cash Flows 
REAL RATE = 5.0% 
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It will be seen that, in this example, there is a slight shortfall in Cash Flow in 

the early years, which will have to met from other sources. However, the 

excess Cash Flow in later yeara - after year 15 or so, - can be used to repay 

this, and then later on, it can be accumulated at the Nominal Interest Rate. 



n MATCEINGA~~PIT~.-(QIP~~~~~~~) 

The capital poaition is ahown in CEAUT VLSS. 

cmiu' v1.2 
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VALN.INT.@ 4.0 % 

The Pensioner Liability exceeda the Outstanding Balance under the I.L.M. until 

year 9. This arises mainly from the fact that the initial valuation was done at 

4.0% interest, and the mortgage was issued at 5.0% Real. Ae a consequence, 

the original Mortgage Principal was not equal to the full initial Pensioner 

Liability, and so some excess funds would have to be invested in "Other Assets". 

The "Other Assetsw item is the accumulation of the Net Cash Flow, with 

interest at the equivalent Nominal Rate. 



In these drcumetancea, with a perfectly matched asset, could the actuary not 

assume a rate of return equal to the full expected rate of return on the asset - 
particularly as it has a very long duration? A small contingency reserve could 

be justified to allow for the reinvestment problems at the end of the term of 

the mortgage, - but this would be a lot less than a full 1.0% in the assumed 

Valuation Rate. 

A comparieon of the Pension Fund Cash Flows,  - with the inflation assumption 

changed to 4.W. -is shown in CHART YLS 
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Even with the inflation assumption changed to 4.W, the reduction of the 

Pensioner Liability to the amount of the I.L.M. Principal, means there is sti l l  

a shortfall of Cash Flow for the first few years - in fact, up to year 15. 



The corresponding comparison for the capital situation, is shown in CHAaT 
W.4. This shows thatthe balance achieved at the outset is short-lived, es the 

Cash Flow shortfall neoessitcrtes borrowing from Other Assets for most of the 

Term of the mortgage. 

Comparison of Capital 
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In these examples, the excessive surplus at the end of the term is much 

reduced, and the required liability is also reduced, - thus releasing a 

mbatantial surplus at the outset, - in spite of the fully indexed peneion 

P*! 

The term of 30 years was selected for the above examples, because it is the 

term used in the Canadian CO-OP -e. Similarly, the Repayment 

Adjustment Factor (BILF.) of 2.Wi from that programme has been used. 



As can be seen, there is a period, - between yeam 3 and 16, where the income 

cash flow falls short ofwhat is needed for the pension outgo. The Asset Value 

is also less than the Pensioner Liability. 

However, if we reduce the mortgage term to 26 years, and increase the BAF. 
Ollt) to 2.6% - that is, slightly closer to the traditional level or equal payment 

mortgage, - we get a much better fit - both for the cash flow, and for the 

capital. This is demonstrated graphically, for Cash Flows, in CaAfLT VLS. 

Comparison of Cash Flows 
REAL RATE = 5.0% 
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In this case, the cash flow match is much improved, there always being excess 

paymenta from the Mortgage to cover the expected outgo on Pensions. 



A comparison of the capital position when the term is shortened to 25 years, 

and the U . F .  (Tilt) is increased to 2.5%, is shown graphically in CHART -6. 

Comparison of Capital 
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Here, the Pensioner Liability always exceeds the Outstanding Balance under 

the Index Linked Mortgage, but the shortfall is covered by the accumulating 

surplus, - invested in "Other Assets", of course. At the end of the term of the 

mortgage, there is a comfortable surplus of over 60% of the Pensioner Liability 

- all without any headaches of second guessing the Capital Markets, and the 

course of inflation and interest rates. To this extent, the investment is 

relatively "Risk Free"! 



M. CONCLUSION: 

The conclusion, for Canadian actuaries, is that here is an attractive 

investment, with a superior rate of return, which desenres close study by those 

who are seeking ways to provide pensions which protect the pensioner from 

the erosion of purchasing power due to inflation. 

For actuaries from other countries, the message is to let us know what is being 

done in your country, along these, or other similar lines. 

We have a responsibility to one of our "publics" at least, - the pensioners, who 

rely on us for sound and unbiased advice - to facilitate the development of 

vehicles which will help to make their lives more bearable in retirement. 

If, at the same time, we help to increase the stock of housing, - and thus 

reduce the high cost, and lack of security, to renters, - we will be doing both 

our clients, and our communities a favour! 

Not only that, but if some of the much-needed capital can be provided to the 

housing sedor, - on a basis which makes housing projects more affordable, - 
activity in the Construction Induetry will be stimulated - without government 

subsidies - and the whole economy will be kick%tarted to recover sooner from 

the current recession. 


